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The revelation (the Qur’an and Sunnah) and the creation (al-kawn) are both sources for man to 
identify, understand, and confirm the Message of Allah, the Creator, the Sustainer, the Cherisher, 
the Provider, the Controller of the universe. The revelation is accurately available in words; and the 
creation exists in precise form. There is no conflict between the revelation and creation; they are 
both rather complementary to each other. There should not be even an iota of doubt that the Qur’an 
and Sunnah invite man to read the Nature with a view to developing science which in turn must 
reconfirm the authenticity and sanctity of the Message handed over to man through the Last Prophet 
(s.a.w.). 
 
It was out of this fact that the Department of Qur’an and Sunnah Studies, Kulliyyah of IRK & HS, 
IIUM mooted the idea of inviting learned scholars, specialists, and experts in both Islamic Studies 
and Natural Sciences to share and exchange views on multi-dimensional link between the 
Revelation and the Creation from a platform of International Conference. The response from 
various quarters of intelligentsia was quite overwhelming. Out of so many English and Malay 
papers on the Conference theme some were very interesting and enlightening. These extraordinarily 
informative researches deserve preservation in the form of intellectually memorable volume.  
 
 The commitment of the Department of Qur’an and Sunnah Studies, IIUM espoused by the Saudi 
Scientific Society for the Holy Qur’an and its Sciences (Tybian), Al-Qaradawi Center for Islamic 
Moderation and Renewal, Qatar Faculty of Islamic Studies, Hamad Bin Khalifa University affirms 
that the elaborate and conscious study of the Qur’ān and Sunnah will ensure ever-relevance of Islam 
to the revolutionary growth pace of Science and Technology. 
  
I hope and pray that this volume proves academically significant for both intellectuals and 
commoners.  I would like to thank all those who selflessly devoted their time and energy to this 
intellectual task. May Allah equip them all with more insights and renewed vigor to serve Islam 
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